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Abstract. Not a few devices of food production work periodically and programmers are widely used to control these 
devices. Using logical devices that transfer between program sections can significantly improve the quality of control, but 
these methods are not sufficiently studied. 

The research is devoted to the development of a programmer for the implementation of programs with nonlinear time 
areas, containing logical devices in its structure. Single-loop and combined programmable automatic control system (ACS) 
with logical devices and without them were investigated and a comparative analysis of their work was performed. 
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Introduction. For this study, a widespread program of regulation (Figure 1) has been selected, which has such time areas 

as a growth area of the regulated value (time interval T1), the endurance area at reaching the set value of the regulated value 
(T2) and the descent area (T3). Growth and endurance areas are linear in time with first-order staticism. For the descent area, if 
it is known that the autoclave uses first the shower, and then the water cooling, we make an assumption that it will be nonlinear 
and then there will be second-order staticism. 

A program of the periodic process of canned sterilization [1] can serve as an example of such program. The process of 
sterilization occurs under the same technological regulation. The heating of the autoclave is carried out to the sterilization 
temperature, and then occurs the actual sterilization, after which the cooled water in the form of a shower is fed to the 
autoclave, and then after a certain time, cold water is fed for traditional water cooling. 

 
Fig. 1. Program of regulation 

The research was carried out by using the Matlab package. The mathematical model of the object consisted of the transfer 
functions of the autoclave (1) and the resistance thermometer (2), respectively 
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where Wa(p) is the transfer function of the autoclave described by the second-order inertial link and the delay link; Ka is the 
autoclave transmission coefficient; Ta - time constant of the inertial link of the second order; λ - coefficient of damping; τa - 
time delay constant of the delay link; p is the Laplace operator. 
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where WT (p) is the transfer function of the resistance thermometer; KT is the transfer coefficient of the resistance 
thermometer; TT is a time constant. 

For further calculations, the following values of the parameters of functions (1) and (2) are 
taken: ;1aK ;250cTa ;20ca ;4 ;1ТK .100cTT   

The scheme of simulation of a system with a single-loop programmer [2] without logical devices (Figure 2) worked like 
this: the time characteristics of the program change were pre-set in the Repeating Sequence block, and then the signal from the 
Repeating Sequence Interpolated get to the Multiport-Switch, which, depending on the time, carried over the value of the 
temperature task from one of its inputs to the output. At the first input there was a linear section of growth (heating); at the 2nd 
input - also a linear section of endurance (the sterilization); at the 3rd entry - a section of the program that implements 
nonlinearities in time with the help of two links connected in parallel, namely the aperiodic link of the 1st order and the real 
differentiating link. 

The task from Repeating Sequence Interpolated and the signal from the feedback came to adder (Add) to form a 
disagreement. The signal from the regulator passed through the object and the temperature value was displayed on the graph in 
the Scope and arrived at the calculation of the optimality criterion. To assess the quality of the regulatory process, an integral-
modular optimization criterion was used, calculated by the formula: 
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where )(t  is the value of the controlled variable in time.  

 

Fig. 2. Simulation scheme of a single-loop programmable ACS with non-linear section and without logical devices 

As a result of the simulation of a single-loop programmable ACS with a nonlinear section and without logical devices 
(Figure 3), the optimization criterion was 23565 ºС∙s. Since the deviation of the temperature from the task exceeded the 
permissible limits (at some parts of the program it reached 12 ºС), and the optimization criterion was very great value, we tried 
to achieve the required quality control under the technological regulation with the help of single-loop programmable ACS with 
logical devices (LD). 

 

Fig. 3. Result of the simulation of a single-loop programmable ACS with a nonlinear section and without logical devices 
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The scheme with logic devices (Figure 4) worked like this: Repeating Sequence Interpolated filed a task on the adder, 
which also received a signal from the feedback. The PI regulator with the optimal settings for this area worked on each of the 
areas. To do this, the Multiport Switch was used, which connected the exit and the input whose number was applied to the first 
input. The Repeating Sequence set the time (Time values: [0 1200 1200 1680 1680 2880]) and the input number (Output 
values: [1 1 2 2 3 3]). Thus, the first 1200 s signal came from the first regulator, from 1200 to 1680 s - from the second, and 
then from the third. 

The optimal settings of the regulators in the ACS with logical devices were determined in such a sequence [3]. Initially, the 
value, which was found in the ACS without logical devices, was set in all regulators. Next, the settings of the regulator were 
changed at the growth area to improve the optimality criterion, also were changed the settings at the endurance area, and then 
at the descent area. This process was repeated several times before finding the best results. 

 

Fig. 4. Simulation scheme of a single-loop programmable ACS with non-linear section and with logical devices 

As a result of the simulation of a single-loop programmable ACS with a nonlinear section and with logic devices (Figure 
5), the optimization criterion was 15126 ºС∙s. The improvement compared to the previous scheme was more than 35%, but the 
results for the temperature deviation from the task were still not satisfactory. Therefore, the combined programmable ACS 
without logical device was considered further.  

 

Fig. 5. Result of the simulation of a single-loop programmable ACS with a nonlinear section and with logical devices 

For a combined ACS, the modeling scheme of which is depicted in Fig. 6, the transfer function of the compensator 
)( pWk is calculated by the formula: 
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In this case, )( pWk  does not meet the conditions for physical implementation, since the degree of the polynomial of the 
numerator must be less than or equal to the degree of polynomial of the denominator. Therefore, we replace it with an 
approximate transmitted function: 
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Fig. 6. Simulation scheme of a combined programmable ACS with non-linear section and without logical devices 

This scheme works like this [4]: Repeating Sequence Interpolated submits a task to the compensator represented by the 
TransferFnc3 link, and to the adder on which the feedback signal is received. The signal from the regulator is summed with a 
signal from the compensator. The settings of the regulator are calculated in the same way as in the scheme of single-loop 
programmable ACS, whose optimal settings are taken under the initial conditions. 

As a result of the simulation of a combined programmable ACS with a nonlinear section and without logical devices 
(Figure 7), the optimization criterion was 1975 ˚С·s. The improvement compared to the previous scheme was more than 85%, 
the transition process meets the requirements of the technological regulations. However, the use of logical devices can provide 
further improvement. 

The scheme of combined programmable ACS with logic devices in MatLab is shown in Figure 8. 

 
Fig. 7. Result of the simulation of a combined programmable ACS with a nonlinear section and without logical devices 

Repeating Sequence Interpolated submitted a task to the compensator and to the adder, which also received a signal from 
the feedback. The value of the disagreement was submitted to the regulator. The PI regulator with the optimal settings for this 
area worked on each of the areas. To do this, the Multiport Switch was used, which connected the exit and the input whose 
number was applied to the first input. The Repeating Sequence set the time (Time values: [0 1200 1200 1680 1680 2880]) and 
the input number (Output values: [1 1 2 2 3 3]). Thus, the first 1200 s signal came from the first regulator, from 1200 to 1680 s 
- from the second, and then from the third. The signal from the regulator was summed with a signal from the compensator. The 
signal from the regulator passed through the object and the temperature value was displayed on the graph in the Scope and 
arrived at the calculation of the optimality criterion. 

As a result of the simulation of a combined programmable ACS with a nonlinear site and with logical devices (Figure 9), 
the optimization criterion was 1862 ˚С∙s, which is more than 5% better than the scheme without logical devices; the transition 
process meets the requirements of the technological regulations. 
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Comparison of the values of the optimality criterion for different types of programmable ACS with a nonlinear section and 
standard regulators is given in Table 1, where the type of program is the duration of the growth, endurance and descent areas 
respectively. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Simulation scheme of a combined programmable ACS with non-linear section and with logical devices 

 
Fig. 9. Result of the simulation of a combined programmable ACS with a nonlinear section and with logical devices 

Table 1 - Comparison of the values of the optimality criterion 

 
Type of 

program, min 

Optimization criterion, ˚С∙s 

Single-loop ACS 
without LD 

Single-loop ACS 
with LD 

Combined ACS 
without LD 

Combined ACS 
with LD 

25-5-25 15 473 13 222 1 660 1 448 
20-8-20 19 508 14 688 1 996 1 997 
20-10-20 23 565 15 127 1 976 1 863 
20-30-20 34 084 19 002 2 681 2 384 
10-40-25 29 390 16 242 4 239 2 854 

Conclusions. The use of logical devices in the transition between program sections and the introduction of compensators in 
the system give a significant improvement in the quality of program control in the presence of nonlinear time sections. The 
error in the integral-modular criterion in the combined program ACS with the use of LD is 7 times less than the error of the 
single-loop system with using the LD and 11 times less than the error in the single-loop system without using the LD. 

The use of LD made it possible to more accurately reproduce the program and reduce the specified error in almost all 
program variants. It is also worth noting that schemes with logic devices have high efficiency, since it is possible to customize 
each section separately, which is important not only for the program control of autoclaves, but also for program control of 
other periodic devices. 
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Аннотация. Рассмотрена проблема определения кратчайшего пути во взвешенном ориентированном графе с 
применением электрической модели с идеальными диодами, источниками напряжения и тока. Проведены 
теоретические исследования в области математического моделирования электрических схем с идеальными 
элементами. Рассмотрен пример определения кратчайшего пути в заданном взвешенном ориентированном графе. 
В задачах небольшой размерности можно использовать аналоговые электрические модели. Однако для больших 
графов аналоговые модели становятся весьма громоздкими из-за необходимости включения в каждую цепь 
изолированного источника электрической энергии, а точность решения низкой из-за не идеальности характеристик 
элементов. 
В данной статье рассматривается развитие модели представления взвешенного ориентированного графа без 
использования структурной матрицы или каких-либо других топологических матриц. Вместо этого предлагается 
формировать и обрабатывать в процессе анализа список ветвей с присущими им характеристиками и параметрами. 
Целью работы является обоснование электрической модели для поиска кратчайшего пути во взвешенном 
ориентированном графе, представление алгоритма для реализации и иллюстрации эффективности метода. 
Так как исходная электрическая цепь не содержит накопителей энергии и в ней в принципе невозможен переходный 
процесс, предлагается преобразовать исходную электрическую цепь в динамическую путем присоединения к 
каждому узлу схемы по емкости, другой конец которой соединить с базисным узлом, не принадлежащим данной 
схеме и общим для всех емкостей. В результате становится возможным протекание переходного процесса, по 
окончании которого токи емкостей станут равными нулю и не будут оказывать влияния на распределение токов и 
напряжений в схеме. 
 
Abstract. The problem of determining the shortest path in a weighted and directed graph is considered using an electric model 
with ideal diodes, voltage and current sources. Theoretical studies in the field of mathematical modeling of electrical circuits 
with ideal elements have been carried out. An example of determining the shortest path in a given weighted directed graph is 
considered. 
In problems of small dimension, analog electric models can be used. However, for large graphs, analog models become very 
cumbersome because of the need to include an isolated source of electrical energy in each circuit, and the accuracy of the 
solution is low because of the non-ideality of the characteristics of the elements. 
In this paper, we consider the development of a representation model of a weighted and directed graph without the use of a 
structural matrix or any other topological matrices. Instead, it is proposed to form and process in the process of analysis a list 
of branches with their inherent characteristics and parameters. 


